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TEXT ORDER granting in part l2TOl Motion to d_elay reporting d.ate. and
requesting to
motion
a
filed
recommendation as to Michael G iale (1). The Def-endant has
delay his report date to the U.S. Bureau of Prisons (BOP) until on or after
be
obtain medical treatment and that the court recommend to the BOP that the Defendant

to

South Carolina'
allowed to serve his sentence at the Federal Gorrectional Center in Edgefield,
that the Government takes no position on these requests.
lrcr no" ). The motion states
order to
The court declines to issue an amended judgment order but finds that a supplemental t*
(
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the
address the Defendant's requests is appropriate. Accordingly,
GRANTED, lN PART, such that the Defendant's report date is extended until
stated in
or such time thereafter as determined by the BoP. Additionally, for the reasons
at FCI
sentence
his
serv€
the motion, it is requested that the BOP allow the Defendart to
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EJgefield, 3outh Garolina. Ordered by Honorable Timothy 'r1 "' '
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